The use of sports medicine techniques in evaluating the problem equine athlete.
Discovering the cause of poor performance in racehorses can often represent a considerable challenge eluding the more common diagnostic techniques available at the racetrack. Application of sports medicine techniques to these problem cases can aid in the diagnosis of poor performance. Central to the development of this capability has been the use of highspeed treadmills, allowing the racehorse to be evaluated in the controlled laboratory setting, at exercise intensities equivalent to those of racing. Video and cinematographic gait analysis can be used in the diagnosis of subtle lameness conditions. Evaluating hoof balance at high speed has also become an important technique for both lameness diagnosis and prevention. Correcting hoof imbalance normalizes the applied stresses on joints, ligaments, and tendons. Abnormal upper airway function resulting in increased resistance to airflow is major cause of poor racing performance. Often this cause of upper airway dysfunction is difficult to evaluate at rest or after exercise. A definitive diagnosis can be made in these cases using treadmill endoscopy to visualize upper airway function during peak exercise. Lower airway function can also affect performance capability. Radiographic and scintigraphic imaging modalities can be used to evaluate both global and regional lung function in cases of suspected pneumonia, EIPH, COPD, or emphysema. Reduced metabolic fitness can be a primary cause of poor performance due to inherent differences in capability, pathologic changes in the major body systems involved in exercise, or inadequate training. Metabolic stress testing can be used to evaluate the level of fitness in these cases. Orthopedic imaging has also become a valuable diagnostic technique for evaluating musculoskeletal injuries. Scintigraphic evaluation of soft tissue and bone and CT scanning are used to localize the source of lameness and to grade the severity of various orthopedic conditions such as arthritis and stress-induced bone disease that are often difficult to categorize with conventional radiography.